
Medical Researcher Implements Transporter to Meet Hospital 
Requirements for Sharing Confidential Patient Information

Overview 
Jesse Madden is a general surgery resident at a Salt Lake City, 
Utah area hospital. In addition to patient treatment and instructing 
medical students, Jesse is actively involved in research projects that 
focus on surgical approaches to advanced heart failure. These proj-
ects regularly involve confidential patient records that are protected 
by the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) 
and need to be privately shared with other researchers.
        
Challenge
The Institutional Review Board (IRB)  has strict policies and oversight 
of technology that can be used in conjunction with Protected Health 
Information (PHI) that includes:

•    Control over where confidential information is stored
•    Control over who has access to the confidential information
•    Encryption of all confidential files during transit

These requirements automatically rule out the use of public cloud storage services. Not only do 
they not provide the necessary control over location of data, but many also have terms 
authorizing third-party access that makes it impossible to guarantee that confidentiality of pa-
tient information is maintained. 

“When I’m conducting research I have to demonstrate to the hospital board that sensitive files 
are encrypted between devices and that I have complete control over where they are stored 
and who has access to them.”

Requesting space on one of the hospital’s in-house servers meets the board’s requirements for 
control, but space limitations and complex VPN software can make sharing and remote access 
difficult for research teams. 

Solution
Jesse likes to stay current on technology and heard about Transporter from a popular Mac 
enthusiast podcast called Mac Power Users.  After reading about the product, he determined 
that it would be an ideal fit for his needs.

Transporter gives Jesse complete control of his files, provides remote access and private 
collaboration with other researchers, and does all this in a solution that eliminates network 
complexities, storage space limits and recurring subscription fees.

“Transporter does what I need it to by providing a unified, private storage space for my         
medical research files. I have several terabytes on my Transporter and that would be very 
costly on Dropbox.”

Results
Transporter has delivered a complete solution for Jesse and his research team that increases 
productivity without any of the privacy concerns that come with traditional cloud storage 
solutions.
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• Privately share confidential          
patient records protected         
by HIPAA
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for Protected Health            
Information (PHI)

• Increase simplicity and               
flexibility over hospital             
server and VPN   
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Solution

• Completely private, HIPAA 
compliant file sharing device

• Meets board requirements   
for control, access, and       
encryption

• Provides Dropbox simplicity 
and terabytes of storage   
without fees
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